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Scientific progress requires...
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● Discussion, analysis, confrontation of ideas, criticism
○ Corridor, journal club, conference, pub
○ Blog, social media
○ Review article

● (Self-)Correction
○ New articles
○ Letters to the editor
○ Journal commenting systems

= > Restricted, dispersed, slow, ephemeral

Max Planck (paraphrased): “Science advances one funeral at a time”



Hostile environment for correction

Conflicts of interest block correction:
● Authors
● Journals
● Institutions

"It is difficult to get a man to understand something, when his salary 
depends upon his not understanding it!" 

- Upton Sinclair
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Internet

Bypass conflicts of interest

Researcher to researcher - no intermediaries
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PubPeer launches 2012

Brandon Stell 
George Smith 
Richard Smith 

Nonprofit foundation 
since 2015 5



Immediate, centralised, available 
worldwide, permanent… and anonymous
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Anything with a DOI, arXivID, PMID: all domains, many books, data sets



“Magnetogenetics”...
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4 years later...



Homoeopathic nanoparticles

Reaction 
rate

Substrate concentration
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Image duplications… *lots* of them...

=> Concentration of potential misconduct => criticism of anonymity



1. Scientific substance, originality, no insults
2. Relevance to article, support for argument
3. Publicly verifiable (incompatible with insider whistleblowing)
4. Implied misconduct (image manipulations) must convince moderator
5. Permanent right of reply (author alerts); information bubbles impossible
6. Facilities for reporting abuse
7. Community surveillance
8. Remember: publication was authors’ choice
9. Works in practice - please provide examples, data if you wish to criticise!

=> Unlike most social media 

Guidelines and moderation (see FAQ)
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PubPeer’s best salesmen (1)
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● Need to share information urgently
● Writing to journal too slow
● Alerting university too slow

● Early warnings always beneficial

PubPeer’s role is to protect readers and users of publications.
A PubPeer comment helps readers irrespective of official (in)action.



PubPeer’s best salesmen (2)
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“Actions have consequences that 
will come when they come, in the 
form that they will take, but don’t 
imagine that I’m going to [accept 
criticism] and say thank you.”

PubPeer’s anonymity protects users 
from reprisals, legal threats and 
intimidation.



● 120k user comments
● 40k papers
● 5k journals
● 600k views/month
● 40% prior moderation / 

60% trusted users
● 10% author responses
● Protection of anonymity 

(arrow) encouraged 
commenting

● Sued zero times
Somebody cared about each 
comment
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Statistics



PubPeer integration: inputs
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● Users: Elisabeth Bik, Hoya Camphorifolia, SeekAndBlastn…
● Curation services: PreLights, Peeriodicals, Science Media Centre, 

PeerCommunityIn...
● Preprint servers: bioRxiv, medRxiv comments

○ Future plan to link articles to preprints with comments
○ Happy to link or mirror journal comments

● Editorial actions (if referenced in databases)
● Blogs
● Twitter: embed threads from ‘Science Twitter’, @PubPeerBot

=> Policy to gather useful, user-generated content; substance only



PubPeer integration: outputs
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● Email alerts, persistent personalised searches
● Browser extensions: Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Edge (recognise DOIs)

○ Alerts as you browse => install them!
● Zotero extension (recognises DOIs)

○ Alerts as you cite => install it!
● Preprint servers: bioRxiv, medRxiv link to PubPeer comments
● Twitter: @PubPeerBot
● Dashboards: for journals, publishers, institutions, companies

○ Email alerts, historical cases, official communications
○ Community insight
○ Subscriptions support site operation (thank you!)

=> Your comments get noticed



Browser Add-ons

Alerts while browsing 
journal pages
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Browser Add-ons

Alerts while browsing 
PubMed

(also Zotero extension)
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Conclusions
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● PubPeer aims to accelerate scientific progress
○ enables immediate, granular correction (cf Planck)
○ is 100% content-focused and metric-immune
○ protects readers and users of articles

● PubPeer content is subject to strong guidelines and moderation
● PubPeer can focus multiple world experts
● Install the extensions!
● Use PubPeer (but verify) when evaluating research
● If you have analysed a paper, please share your analysis for others

Thank you to our commenters!



Author responsibilities, incentives
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● The research police have failed
● Unable to cope with the “flood the zone” situation
● General prevention infinitely preferable to ad hoc, post hoc enforcement
● Make it the authors’ responsibility to ensure their work is high quality
● Reward good science, but also discourage bad science

○ COPE guideline: image manipulation = retraction!
○ Community action: researchers review grants, papers, promotions

● Full data access can improve quality and integrity of research
○ but only if mandatory and at publication
○ otherwise just extra burden on good-faith researchers
○ facilitates distributed, delegated evaluation and inspection

● (See personal blogs at https://referee3.org)



Peeriodicals
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Peeriodicals

● Lightweight virtual journal (overlay journal)
● Flexible platform
● Single editor (you) or editorial board possible
● Select/review/comment preprints, existing papers
● Can solicit reviews
● No actual publishing necessary!
● However, building up a following takes time
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A successful peeriodical
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Top US university
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> 20M$ in grants
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● Anti-vaccination
● Adjuvant Aluminium 

-> autism...
● Published 2017
● Already retracted

Another anti-vaxxer
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Recent Nature article
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Further reading - PubPeer blog posts:
● A crisis of trust (conflicts of interest in publishing)
● Vigilant scientists (anonymity)
● Nature editors - all hat and no cattle (correction and 

replication)

Thank you
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